IMPORTANT
THIS PEDAL USES A PSA 120-T MODEL (BOSS) (OR EQUAL)
OLD MODEL OR NEW MODEL
I hope you like the (Brown Edge Boost)
A quick note about the Brown Edge Boost pedal.
I don't know how much you know about boosters so I'll just give you a quick starting point. All guitar
pickups react differently to the Boost so start off with guitar volume pot wide open and the boost
pedal at the 11:00 position. You may (depending on the pickup) have to roll the guitar volume pot back
a bit to dial in and keep the tone you like and the most common place for best results in the pedal
chain is at the end of effects chain. But not written in stone. I find most pickups you will end up with
the volume knob turned back just a bit (from 8-10) from wide open and the Boost Pedal between 11:00
and 1:00 . Especially on humbucker (double coil) pickups you may want to roll back even farther.
The Brown Edge Boost unlike the Cream Boost will change the tone to a heaver
fat tone.
Hope you like it.
If you have any problems with the pedal please contact me. I stand behind my pedals.
And if the pedal does workout for you could you please visit my website and leave a comment at
www.trachouse.com
Thanks
Dave
www.trachouse.com
If you are planing on using the 9 volt battery snap in side the pedal. It will be a
tight fit but it will fit.
And please remember to check the battery often. The pedal starts to break up a little bit with a low
battery. It is better for sure to use the AC/DC adapter. The battery snap was installed as an added
convenience for quick jobs to save AC/DC
adapter space on pedal board space when needed.

